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(R2) 14:35 HEXHAM, 3m 41y 

Racecourse Membership Great Value Join Today Novices' Handicap Chase (Class

4) (5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 9F5362 IMPERIAL PRINCE (IRE) 36 
b g Subtle Power - Satco Rose

10 11 - 9 Henry Brooke
I A Duncan

102

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Dual hurdle winner. Yet to score over fences but recent second to the fast-
improving Glittering Love is clearly the best piece of form in this race. Capable of going one
better.  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

2 470211 MCGINTY'S DREAM (IRE) 36 CD 
b g Flemensfirth - Laboc

8 11 - 5 Grant Cockburn (3)
N W Alexander

98

Jockey Colours: Red, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds and diamonds on cap
Timeform says: Is thriving all of a sudden, completing a double at Ayr last time with a good
deal to spare having travelled/jumped with fluency throughout  (Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

3 47/4-
74F

KATALYSTIC (IRE) 36 
br g Kalanisi - Beltane Queen

8 11 - 3 S Mulqueen (3)
Miss Lucinda V
Russell

96

Jockey Colours: Maroon, light blue spots, dark green cap
Timeform says: Just a modest maiden hurdler and made a few errors before falling in
handicap at Ayr on chasing bow last month, albeit still travelling quite well at the time. Not out
of this with a better round.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

4 33/5-860 SEVENBALLS OF FIRE (IRE) 53 
b g Milan - Leadamurraydance

10 11 - 3 Jonathon Bewley (3)
G T Bewley

96

Jockey Colours: Beige, purple chevrons, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Did well over hurdles for Iain Jardine in 2015/16 but hasn't really been in the
same form for a while, well held this season, so he's got plenty to prove.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

5 PPP-
261

THE HORSECHESNUT (IRE) 5 D 
ch g Definite Article - Ballinahowliss

11 11 - 1tp Sean Quinlan
J Candlish

94

Jockey Colours: White, red star, stars on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Bounced back returned to hurdling/back with former stable when successful
from this mark at Ayr last time, so obvious claims if he can revert that sort of form to chasing.

 (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

6 P2F634 ARIZONA BOUND (IRE) 14 D 
b g Presenting - Loyal Gesture

7 11 - 0p D R Fox
Miss Lucinda V
Russell

93

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white sash, white cap
Timeform says: Has been struggling for form for a while and isn't getting much help from the
handicapper, so hard to make a solid case for acknowledging this isn't the strongest race.

 (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: Though still a maiden, IMPERIAL PRINCE has been really consistent of late
and was only denied by a very well treated one last time, so it's safe to assume he's capable of defying
his current mark. McGinty's Dream, who arrives in search of a hat-trick, ranks as the biggest danger
ahead of Katalystic.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: IMPERIAL PRINCE (1) 
2: MCGINTY'S DREAM (2) 
3: KATALYSTIC (3)


